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Influence of the aluminum surface on the final results of a two-step anodizing
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Abstract

1050 Aluminum alloy sheets were used to analyze the influence of a surface treatment on the characteristics of the alumina layer formed in a
two-step anodizing. The study was mainly focused on two pretreatment steps, electropolishing and acid etching, as well as on the intermediate
stripping step. The pretreatment procedure was optimized by accounting for the chemical nature of the substrate, with the results indicating that
additional pretreatment steps enhanced the self-ordered porous arrangement. The E–t curves recorded during the experiments demonstrated that
the best alumina layers were obtained when the first barrier layer had a high resistance; i.e., a high anodizing potential. The application time of the
stripping step was optimized to clean the surface from alumina remains, without damaging the aluminum substrate. By optimizing all of these
experimental conditions, we were able to obtain porous anodic aluminum oxide layers displaying ordered domains several hundreds of nanometers
in length.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: AA1050; Two-step anodizing; Electropolishing; Stripping

1. Introduction

Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) is a self-ordered material
suitable as a template for obtaining nanostructured materials.
Although these materials were initially used in magnetic and/or
electronic devices, their applications fields are steadily
increasing [1–4]. In recent years, most research has been
focused on obtaining AAO templates with a cellular structure as
ordered as possible, which is achieved by minimizing the
formation of defects across the entire layer. To this end, different
methods have been developed: nano-indentation of the
aluminum surface [5]; focused ion beam techniques [6]; and
the two-step anodizing procedure [7]. The common aim of these
procedures is to imprint the aluminum surface with a regular
pattern, since this pattern will act as a seed for the growth of
alumina pores.

Whatever experimental approach employed, the state of the
aluminum surface is a key factor in obtaining self-ordered AAO
layers [8–10]. This means that the surface pretreatment must be
carefully selected, particularly when an aluminum alloy is used.
Different steps must be performed to clean the natural surface

oxides and to reduce the number of intermetallic compounds
present on the surface. Moreover, to reduce the surface
roughness, additional steps must be included, such as chemical
or mechanical polishing and electropolishing. The surface
roughness is an important parameter to take into account when
AAO layers of high quality must be obtained.

For this study, a standard two-step anodizing procedure
was applied to obtain porous AAO layers as regular and
homogeneous as possible. As a first attempt, we selected a
1050 aluminum alloy for our study in order to check the effect
of intermetallic particles on the application of this anodizing
technique. This alloy was chosen taking into account that,
among aluminum alloys, 1050 boasts the highest Al content
(99.5% Al minimum). However, the small amount of alloying
elements is sufficient to modify the pretreatment process,
because some new steps must be included to remove these
intermetallic particles from the surface. In this context, the
present study carried a double objective: to determine the
influence of both the pretreatment and stripping procedures on
the characteristics of the final alumina layers. Taking into
account that the usefulness of electropolishing and acid
etching pretreatment steps remains questionable, special
attention was paid to the influence these steps exerted on
the overall process.

Surface & Coatings Technology 201 (2007) 6352–6357
www.elsevier.com/locate/surfcoat
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2. Experimental procedures

Commercial sheets of AA1050 (27 mm×27 mm×0.7 mm)
were used. The alloy consisted of relatively pure aluminum
(99.5%) with Fe (b0.30%) and Si (b0.20%) as the principal
alloying elements.

Pretreatment of the aluminum surface prior to anodizing
involved five steps. The initial steps were based on an industrial
procedure, which took into account the composition of the
AA1050 substrate: 1) alkaline degreasing (AKD) in METEX
T5-40A® at 55 °C; 2) alkaline etching (AKE) in a NaOH:
Gluconate 5:3 (w:w) solution at 55 °C; 3) desmutting (DM) in
HNO3 30% at room temperature. Finally, to reduce the
roughness of the surface, two additional self-scaled steps were
applied: 4) galvanostatic electropolishing (EP) in H3PO4:H2SO4

solution 3:2 (at 15 Adm−2). The temperature was optimized as a
function of porous AAO structure, monitored by the E–t anodic
response; 5) acid etching (ACE) in H3PO4:CrO3 3.5%:2% at
55 °C. Composition and time were analyzed to obtain an
accurate dissolution of the oxide formed during electropolishing.

Samples were strongly rinsed in double-distilled water after
each step. All solutions were prepared with analytical grade
reagents and double-distilled water.

A two-step galvanostatic (1 Adm−2) anodizing process in a
0.60 M oxalic acid electrolyte at 20±0.2 °C was applied. In this
process, immediately after the surface pretreatment, aluminum
sheets were anodized for 1 h in the oxalic acid bath (referred to
as 1AN). Then, the AAO layer was stripped in an H3PO4:CrO3

3.5%:2% solution at 55 °C (referred to as ST) and a second
anodizing step (referred to as 2AN) was immediately carried out
for 1 h. Finally, samples were strongly rinsed in double-distilled
water, air dried, and stored in a vacuum.

A thermostatized two-electrode cell (2 L) was employed with
a cylindrical lead cathode and agitation by air. The temperature
was regulated with a Polyscience cryostat (model 9106) while a
power supply from GRELCO Inc. (model GE2501DVG) was
used to apply current (max. 1 A) to the cell. The control of the
system response was monitored with a HP34401A multimeter.
Data were transferred to a PC.

Monitoring of the aluminum surface during different stages
of the anodizing process was carried out using a white light
interferometer from Zygo Corporation and an AFM with a
Multimode from Digital Instruments-Veeco.

FE-SEM (HITACHI S-4100FE) was used to analyze the
morphology of the AAO layers to include both on-top (outer
surface of AAO) and on-bottom (inner surface of AAO)
viewings. On-bottom preparation of the samples consisted of
four steps. Samples were anodized on both sides. First, the side
of interest was protected with a lacquer while the reverse side
was etched in a concentrated NaOH solution to expose the
underlying aluminum. The alloy was then dissolved in a CuCl2:
HCl (1.2%):(20%) aqueous solution. An optional variation
involved etching the barrier layer in the alumina membrane with
a H3PO4 5% solution, the amount of time dependent upon its
thickness.

The thickness of the alumina film was measured by the Eddy
current method (DUALSCOPE - FISCHER Inst.). Brightness

was determined using a micro-gloss from BYK-Gardner with an
angle of incidence of 60°.

3. Results and discussion

Anodizing of the AA1050 samples was performed in oxalic
acid baths at fixed conditions to analyze only the influence of
the pretreatment and stripping procedures. As the aim of the
study was to obtain a regular and ordered alumina structure, the
effectiveness of these steps was assessed by analyzing the
alumina layer morphology at different levels.

3.1. Influence of aluminum surface pretreatment

The effects of the different pretreatment steps on the 1050
aluminum alloy surface was monitored using interferometric
and AFM images. Fig. 1 shows the interferometric images of the
aluminum surface, including the rms values obtained after the
initial steps (AKD, AKE and DM). The aim of these steps was
to obtain a clean surface and to diminish the amount of
intermetallic compounds on the surface. As mentioned above,
we accounted for the composition of the aluminum substrate,
maintaining the requisite conditions throughout the study. As

Fig. 1. Interferometric images (×40) of the aluminum surface after a) AKD; b)
AKE; c) DM. Measured rms is included.

6353J.M. Montero-Moreno et al. / Surface & Coatings Technology 201 (2007) 6352–6357
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can be seen in Fig. 1, the morphology of the aluminum surface
changed, although these alterations were not always reflected by
the roughness values. During the AKE, the formation of
precipitates (smut) altered the surface appearance without any
apparent change in the rms value. At the DM step, these
precipitates were dissolved and a clear decrease in the rms value
was observed.

Fig. 2a shows the on-bottom micrograph of the alumina layer
obtained after a 1 h single-step anodizing, with pretreatment
consisting only of the aforementioned steps. Although a well-
defined porous structure was observed in the image, no domains
were identified. This disordered structure remained unchanged

when a two-step anodizing was performed using the same
pretreatment conditions (Fig. 2b).

Thus, employing a simple pretreatment procedure with
AA1050 yielded surfaces too rough to obtain ordered alumina
layers, even with a second anodizing step. To improve the order
of the alumina layers, the samples were electropolished and acid
etched following the DM step. Fig. 3 shows the interferometric
images of the aluminum surface after both processes. With
proper electropolishing, rms decreased significantly and the
aluminum samples appeared specular, albeit with a soft whitish
tonality. When the sheets were acid etched, the roughness was
similar but the surface appeared totally specular.

Since the latter technique did not clearly explain the ACE
effect, the samples were examined using AFM (Fig. 4). At this
scale, the surfaces proved very different in both appearance and
“nano” roughness. After the EP step, some oxide precipitates
and/or intermetallic particles remained on the surface and were
responsible for its whitish appearance. The aim of the final ACE
step was to minimize the amount of these surface defects and to
obtain the smooth surface shown in Fig. 4b); i.e. a mirror-like
finished appearance. The influence of the EP and ACE steps on
the final morphology of alumina layers can be inferred by
comparing Figs. 2 and 5: with the complete pretreatment, the

Fig. 3. Interferometric images (×40) and measured rms of the aluminum surface
after a) EP; b) ACE in H3PO4:CrO3.

Fig. 2. SEM images of the AAO surface obtained with AKD+AKE+DM
pretreatment. a) On-bottom view after single-step anodizing and b) on-top view
after two-step anodizing. Anodizing conditions: tanod=1 h; janod=1 Adm�2;
oxalic acid 0.60 M; T=20 °C.

Fig. 4. AFM images of the aluminum surface after a) EP (rms=2.6 nm); b) ACE
in H3PO4:CrO3 (rms=1.2 nm).

6354 J.M. Montero-Moreno et al. / Surface & Coatings Technology 201 (2007) 6352–6357
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porous structure showed enhanced order and homogeneity, both
after the first (Fig. 5a) and second anodizing (Fig. 5b). In
contrast to Fig. 2, domains measuring several hundreds of
nanometers were clearly visible in these samples.

However, to obtain these ordered alumina layers the working
conditions for these two final pretreatment steps had to be
accurately controlled. Once the electrolyte and electrochemical
conditions were selected, the electropolishing temperature had
to be checked, since it affected the viscosity of the anodic film
formed during this process and modified the applied voltage.
The E–t curves recorded during the EP and 1AN processes were
useful in explaining the influence of this parameter (Fig. 6). The
curves clearly demonstrated that the EP conditions affected the
first steps of the anodizing process: the initial potential increase,
which resulted from the formation of the high resistance barrier
layer, and the potential maximum, which was related to the
breakdown of the layer from nucleation and growth of pores
[11]. However, the final stationary conditions of the AAO
growth were not dependent upon the pretreatment conditions.

At the lowest temperatures (55–65 °C), the electropolishing
voltages were the highest (Fig. 6a) while the anodizing voltage
peaks were the lowest (Fig. 6b). If the temperature was too low,
the viscosity of the film increased and a compact insoluble
oxide layer tended to form (the whitish oxide layer), which
increased the ohmic drop and promoted a voltage increase. By
increasing the temperature, this oxide tended to disappear with
the electropolishing voltage decreasing. Under these conditions,
the anodizing voltage peak increased because a more compact
barrier alumina layer was formed during anodizing. Above
80 °C, however, the electropolishing voltage proved lower than
expected and the anodizing voltage peak decreased. At very
high temperatures, viscosity decreased and the poor ohmic drop
differentiation between the surface peaks and valleys involved a
very low applied potential. Under these conditions, no effective
electropolishing occurred, roughness increased, and the effects
of the final acid etching were useless.

The samples obtained in these experiments were observed by
AFM and our results matched those suggested by the E–t

curves: i.e., the best electropolishing temperature for a smooth,
specular aluminum surface was 77.5 °C, at which the maximum
anodizing peak voltage was observed. Under these conditions,
the resulting porous alumina structure following anodizing
possessed the optimum morphology for future applications.
This fact suggested that in order to obtain a regular and
homogeneous porous AAO layer during anodizing, the
development of the barrier layer was essential. If a non-
compact barrier layer formed during the initial seconds of
anodizing, the peak intensity remained low and a poorly ordered
pore distribution resulted. Conversely, if a compact oxide was
formed, layer breakdown was more uniform and homogeneous
while peak intensity increased, resulting in a more ordered pore
nucleation across the surface.

In conclusion, following the EP plus ACE processes,
AA1050 samples with a fine-grained surface and a very low
rms were obtained. Examining the samples after the first and
second anodizing, we determined that inclusion of these
processes enhanced self-ordered porous arrangements.

3.2. Two-step anodizing: optimization of the stripping step

It is known that two-step anodizing can improve the structure
of the porous AAO layer [12–15]. With this process, the
aluminum alloy sheets are anodized twice, although the
intermediate forming alumina layer must be stripped. The aim
of the stripping process is to prepare the aluminum surface for a

Fig. 6. E–t curves for a) EP at 15 Adm−2 in H3PO4:H2SO4 3:2 and b) 1AN step:
1 h at 1 Adm−2 in oxalic acid 0.60 M and 20 °C, at different electropolishing
temperatures.

Fig. 5. SEM images of the AAO surface with EP and ACE pretreatments a) on-
bottom view after single-step anodizing b) on-top view after two-step anodizing.
Anodizing conditions: tanod=1 h; janod=1 Adm−2; oxalic acid 0.60 M;
T=20 °C.
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new anodic oxidation. The composition of the solution, the bath
temperature and the application time must be accurately defined
to obtain a very smooth surface. In this step only the AAO layer
must be etched, without modifying the aluminum surface.

The solution used in this study was a common mixture of a
CrO3 and H3PO4 and the application time was controlled to
optimize the process. If the application time becomes
prolonged, then aluminum surface is damaged. If the applica-
tion time is too short, structured alumina remains on the surface.
Obviously, the temperature of the stripping bath highly
influences the rate of this process. Although it might prove
interesting to employ a high temperature, one must remember
that the process cannot be implemented too quickly or the
control time will be jeopardized. The temperature that best
balanced stripping rate and time was 55 °C. In this second part
of our study, pretreatment conditions prior to the first anodizing
were identical to those described in the previous section.

To determine the time needed to obtain a clean surface, the
thickness of the AAO layer and the surface brightness were used
as control parameters. The graph in Fig. 7 shows the evolution
of the layer thickness and the surface brightness during the
stripping process. The thickness remained constant for a time

and then decreased suddenly to 0, whereas brightness increased
at the same time. These results can be explained by the stripping
model schematized in Fig. 8. The alumina pores were initially
filled with solution. Stripping then began over the inner pore
alumina, ending on the pore walls. Thus, the diameter of pores
initially increased without affecting the thickness of the layer
(horizontal segment in Fig. 7). As the pore walls were dissolved,
thickness decreased; when completely dissolved, the structure
collapsed. At that particular moment, oxides rests remained
across the surface (visible to the naked-eye) and it was
impossible to measure the thickness. During the process,
brightness increased as the surface changed from ceramic to
metallic and extra time was needed to reach stationary values.
By combining the brightness measurements with SEM
observations, we established that the time (in min) needed for
optimum stripping of the layer, without affecting the pattern on
the aluminum surface, was twice the thickness of the alumina
layer (in μm).

Fig. 9 shows the morphology of the alumina surface after the
second anodizing step, when exposure time to the stripping
solution was either too brief (Fig. 9a) or properly selected
(Fig. 9b). For short times intervals rests belonging to the first
anodizing layer were observed on the surface, which led to high
roughness values. These rests were alumina nanowires that
originated with the first anodizing layer and which corresponded

Fig. 9. SEM images of the alumina layer with a) an incorrect and b) correct
stripping step after the second anodizing process. 1AN step conditions:
tanod=1 h; janod=1 Adm−2; oxalic acid 0.60 M; T=20 °C.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the stripping process. Arrows shows the evolution
of the dissolution of the alumina cell, which goes from the pore (the hydrated
aluminum hydroxide — the darker gray circles) to the cell walls and vertices
(the amorphous aluminum oxide — the lighter gray circles).

Fig. 7. Evolution of thickness and brightness over time during the stripping of
the first alumina layer. 1AN step conditions: tanod=1 h; janod=1 Adm−2; oxalic
acid 0.60 M; T=20 °C.
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to the vertices of the cells, the last area to be etched during the
stripping process (Fig. 8).

Finally, the advantages of applying additional stripping+
anodizing steps were analyzed. Results indicated that the
ordering of the porous layer obtained from the second anodizing
depended on those modifications of the aluminum surface
promoted by the stripping. Fig. 10a shows the AFM image of
the aluminum surface just before the second anodizing (after
1AN+ST). When this image was compared with that of Fig. 4b,
which was obtained prior to the first anodizing (after
pretreatment), we observed that the main difference was the
occurrence of nanoimprinting on the aluminum surface after ST.
This was responsible for the more ordered growth of the AAO
layer in the 2AN process. Fig. 10b shows the AFM image of the
aluminum surface after 2AN+ST. As a relatively small change
was observed in the nanoimprinting structure of the aluminum, a
third anodizing failed to significantly improve the porous layer
structure: i.e., it was not worth applying additional anodizing
steps for AA1050.

4. Conclusions

The pretreatment and stripping conditions needed to obtain
ordered alumina layers after anodizing AA1050 samples were

optimized. Our results demonstrated that the inclusion of
electropolishing and acid etching during the pretreatment of this
aluminum alloy improved the quality of the AAO layers, even
when a two-step anodizing was applied. The electropolishing
temperature affected the anodizing process to a high degree,
since it modified the formation and breakdown of the barrier
layer. The changes promoted by this pretreatment were analyzed
by combining the E–t curves with SEM images. Our results
indicated that the E–t curves were useful in controlling the
effectiveness of the anodizing process. From these curves, we
deduced that the best alumina layers were formed when the
maximum anodizing potential reached its highest values: i.e.,
the initial barrier layer needed to have a high resistance, in such
a way that its sudden breakdown promoted the homogeneous
growth of porous over the aluminum surface.

In regards the stripping step, the appearance of the final
alumina layer depended to a high degree on its correct
application. For a given stripping solution, the requisite time
had to be correctly balanced in order to achieve a completely
clean surface without damaging the aluminum substrate. By
combining of thickness and brightness measurements, we
established that the stripping time (min) had to be twice the
thickness (μm) of the alumina layer when employing the
stripping solution used in this study.
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Some Considerations on the Influence of Voltage in
Potentiostatic Two-Step Anodizing of AA1050
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The two-step potentiostatic anodizing process of a 1050 aluminum alloy �AA1050� in an oxalic electrolyte was studied. Special
attention was paid to the effect of the applied anodic voltage on the dimensions, homogeneity, and order of the anodic alumina
porous layer obtained after a second step. The experimental conditions for obtaining homogeneous and ordered anodic aluminum
oxide layers were defined. The effect of symmetric �the same applied voltage in the two anodizing steps� and asymmetric signals
�different applied voltages in the first and second anodizing step� on the structure and geometry of the porous layer was studied.
When the first anodizing voltage was higher than the second, the pore/cell ratio was greater than 1, meaning that the structure had
more than one pore per cell.
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Porous anodic aluminum oxide �AAO� films have attracted sig-
nificant interest in recent years as they can be obtained conveniently
and inexpensively and are extremely useful in nanoscience studies.
The characteristic structure of AAOs is a hexagonal cell arrange-
ment that grows perpendicular to the surface. This makes them suit-
able as templates for synthesizing new materials. Recently, self-
ordered porous AAO have been extensively used to fabricate various
nanostructures, such as nanoporous films, nanowires, or nanotubes,
for a variety of promising applications.1-4 The properties of these
new materials are defined by the dimensions and morphology of the
templates. Therefore, anodization has a great influence on the feasi-
bility of fabricating these new nanostructures, due to the possibility
to attain highly ordered porous AAO with the desired geometry.
Nevertheless, accurately controlling these structures is a complex
process, as many parameters have to be defined throughout the en-
tire process.

AAO and its properties have been studied for many years. In
fact, the interesting small-scale pore structure of the alumina was
observed over 40 years ago.5 It is widely accepted that the anodic
structure is the result of coupled processes, which reach stationary
conditions when aluminum is immersed in an electrolyte solution
and electrochemical oxidation is performed. The first step is the
formation of a barrier layer and the nucleation and growth of a
porous layer over this compact alumina film. Subsequently, the sys-
tem stabilizes and stationary conditions are attained due to two com-
petitive processes: oxide formation at the metal/oxide interface and
the chemical etching of the alumina at the bottom of the pores.

The formation mechanism of this complex structure is still under
study. In addition to the basic initial papers on this field �see refer-
ences included in Ref. 5�, some new approaches introduce a more
accurate study of the chemical and electrochemical effects both on
the formation and dissolution of the barrier layer and on the nucle-
ation and growth of the porous layer.6,7 Information about the ho-
mogeneity and order of the porous alumina structure was obtained
by analyzing the effect of the field strength, the electrolyte anions,
the evolution of the electrolyte composition, and the temperature
inside the pores.8

Experience has shown that it is difficult to obtain self-ordered
and homogeneous alumina layers by one simple anodizing process.
Nanoindentation or focused ion beam lithography of aluminum
surfaces9-11 had to be used to obtain perfect AAO geometries in a
single process. However, larger highly ordered alumina layers can
be obtained also by properly applying a two-step anodizing
process.12-14 In this procedure, the main parameter to control is the
condition of the aluminum surface before the anodizing steps.

In this study, a two-step anodizing process in an oxalic acid

electrolyte was analyzed. The experimental conditions for obtaining
a homogeneous and ordered AAO were determined and the effect of
the anodic applied voltage on the structure and geometry of the
porous layer was studied. Symmetric �the same applied voltage in
the two anodizing steps� and asymmetric assays �different applied
voltages in the first and second anodizing step� were performed.

Experimental

Commercial sheets of 1050 aluminum alloy �27 � 27
� 0.7 mm� were used. The rough composition of AA1050 was a
minimum of 99.5% Al, with Fe ��0.30%� and Si ��0.2%� as prin-
cipal alloying elements.

The aluminum samples were treated before the anodizing pro-
cess. The pretreatment was optimized in a previous study15 and in-
cluded five steps: alkaline degreasing in METEX T5-40A, alkaline
etching in a NaOH/sodium gluconate solution 5:3 �w/w� at 55°C,
desmutting in HNO3 30% at room temperature, galvanostatic elec-
tropolishing in H3PO4/H2SO4 solution 3:2 at 70–80°C, and acid
etching in H3PO4/CrO3 3.5:2% at 55°C. Samples were thoroughly
rinsed in double-distilled water after each step.

A potentiostatic two-step anodizing process in 0.30 M oxalic
acid electrolyte �reagent grade in double-distilled water� at 20°C
was studied. Immediately after the pretreatment, aluminum sheets
were anodized �referred to as 1AN� in the oxalic acid bath under
specified conditions. In a second step, the alumina layer was
stripped �referred to as ST� in a standard H3PO4/CrO3 3.5:2% solu-
tion. It was established that the time �in minutes� needed for opti-
mum stripping of the layer was twice the thickness of the alumina
layer �in �m�.15 Immediately after ST, a second anodizing process
�referred to as 2AN� was carried out under specified conditions.
Finally, samples were thoroughly rinsed in double-distilled water, air
dried, and stored under vacuum.

A two-electrode thermostatized cell with a cylindrical lead cath-
ode and agitation by air was used in the anodizing process. A power
supply �250 V, 1 A� from Grelco Inc. �model GE2501DVG� was
used to control the applied voltage, a microvoltmeter HP34401A
was used to measure and transfer the registered current data to a
computer, and a cryostat from Polyscience Inc. �model 9106� was
used to adjust and control the bath temperature �accuracy of
±0.2°C�.

The thickness of the alumina film ��m� was measured by the
Eddy current method �Dualscope-Fischer Inst.�.

Characterization of the morphology and geometry of the porous
layer.— Field-emission scanning electron microscopy �FE-SEM�
�Hitachi S-4100FE� and atomic force microscopy �AFM� �Multi-
mode from Digital Instruments-Veeco� techniques were used in this
study. On-top �the outer surface of the anodic layer and the alumi-
num substrate� and on-bottom �the inner surface of the oxide layer�
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viewings were carried out to study the porous AAO morphology and
the state of the aluminum surface at different steps in the anodizing
process.

The on-bottom preparation was carried out by a modified
chemical-etching procedure.16 As the aluminum samples were anod-
ized on both sides, one side was etched with a concentrated NaOH
solution. The remaining AAO layer was then protected with a lac-
quer and the exposed aluminum was etched in a solution containing
CuCl2/HCl until the alumina membrane was visible. To observe the
on-bottom porous AAO structure, the barrier layer was etched by
immersion in a H3PO4 2% solution �the etching time had to be
accurately controlled�. Finally, the lacquer was dissolved with ke-
tone.

Different cell parameters of the resulting alumina were estimated
by statistical calculations. The parameter that is commonly used to
characterize the porous AAO structure is the interpore distance.
However, this was difficult to measure in some cases. Therefore,
measurements of pore and cell density and diameter ��pore, �cell,
dpore, and dcell� were used. Using the program Digital Micrograph
3.7.0, the pore number and diameter were calculated from an SEM
image with an area of 4.25 �m2. A Gaussian adjustment was applied
to obtain the average pore diameter from the distribution graph �pore
number vs pore diameter�. Sigmoidal adjustment was applied to
calculate the pore density from the accumulative graph �accumula-
tive pore number vs pore diameter� and the image area. As the ratio
of pores/number of cells was greater than 1 in some cases, another
parameter was defined to characterize the porous structure. This was
the pore/cell density ratio. The cell diameter was calculated by as-
suming that the cells were circular with an area equal to
� · �dcell/2�2, and the cell density was inversely proportional to the
cell area. The following equation, including the unity conversion
agreement, was used

dcell/nm = � 4 � 106

� · �cell��m−2�

Results and Discussion

Preparation of an ordered AAO layer in a two-step anodizing
process.— The order and homogeneity of pores in the AAO layer
obtained after a single anodizing process depend on the conditions
of the anodizing but also on the pretreatment of the aluminum
surface.15,17 The experimental conditions to obtain an appropriate
pretreatment for the AA1050 samples were determined previously.15

After this pretreatment, nonpatterned specular aluminum surfaces
were obtained �Fig. 1�, which induced the formation of a compact
barrier layer in the first step of anodizing and the homogeneous
nucleation of pores after the breakdown.

After a suitable pretreatment, the geometry and ordering of the
layer obtained in a potentiostatic anodizing process is also a function
of the applied voltage.13,18 Figure 2 shows the j vs t curves obtained
in potentiostatic anodizing processes at different applied voltages
�1AN: first or single-step anodizing�. In all cases, the current density
initially decreased as a result of the formation of the barrier alumina
layer. After the breakdown of the barrier layer, nucleation and the
growth of pores took place and the current increased �a minimum
current value appeared� until stationary conditions were attained.
The time and the current density of this minimum value � jmin�, the
stationary current-density plateau, and the structure and geometry of
the porous layer were directly related to the applied voltage. For
instance, higher applied voltages led to higher stationary currents, as
well as higher � jstatinary–jmin� and more uniform and ordered pore
distributions. In these experiments, ordering was achieved by do-
mains. Defects were accumulated at the edges of these domains, as
observed in Ref. 19 and 20. However, single-step anodizing was not
sufficient to produce a homogeneous ordered structure throughout
the entire layer. In one-step samples, the structure of the alumina
porous layer became ordered along the anodizing process. Thus, the
SEM micrographs of the porous alumina layer formed at the end of
the process �visible with an on-bottom view� showed more ordered
structures than those of the layer formed at the beginning of the
anodizing �on-top view� �Fig. 3�.

In order to enhance the ordering and homogeneity of the porous

Figure 1. AFM image of the aluminum surface �roughness 1.2 nm� after
electropolishing + acid etching.

Figure 2. 1AN–2AN current density vs the time curves registered during the
two-step potentiostatic aluminum anodizing process in oxalic acid 0.30 M at
20°C for 35, 45, and 55 V.

Figure 3. On-bottom SEM image of the alumina layer after a single-step
anodizing process at 45 V.
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layer, a second anodizing step was applied. To undertake this two-
step process, the first anodizing layer has to be chemically etched
before applying the second layer �ST step�.

Figure 2 shows that when the same bath, voltage, and time con-
ditions were used, the initial steps in the anodizing process �barrier
layer formation and pore nucleation� were different in the 1AN and
2AN processes. However, the same stationary j values were at-
tained. Moreover, the differences observed after short times were
enhanced by increasing the anodizing voltage. These differences be-
tween 1AN and 2AN were related to the formation of a nanoim-
printed surface on aluminum after the stripping step. AFM images
show that a hexagonal pattern was left on the aluminum surface
�Fig. 4a� after 1AN and ST, and this was the same geometric struc-
ture observed in the 1AN barrier layer �on-bottom view in Fig. 4b�.
Therefore, this nanoimprinted surface induced the formation of a
more ordered and homogeneous layer from the beginning of the
2AN process. By selecting the appropriate experimental parameters,
homogeneous and ordered porous AAO layers were obtained for
AA1050 that could be directly characterized by on-top viewing �Fig.
5�.

Effect of the applied anodizing voltage.— Once the benefits of a
second anodizing process had been verified, a systematic study was
performed to analyze the effect of the applied voltage on the struc-
ture and geometry of the porous alumina layer obtained after a two-
step anodizing process. The two-step potentiostatic experiments
were classified into two groups: symmetric �the same applied volt-
age in 1AN and 2AN, E1AN = E2AN� and asymmetric �different ap-
plied voltages in 1AN and 2AN, E1AN � E2AN� �Table I�. Single-

step potentiostatic experiments at different voltages, followed by
stripping of the AAO layer, were also performed to correlate the
final results with characteristics of the aluminum surface before the
application of the 2AN process.

Symmetric two-step potentiostatic experiments.— As indicated
previously, when the same anodizing voltage was applied in 1AN
and 2AN �experiments 1, 4, and 7, Table I�, the short-time processes
changed but the stationary current was very similar in the two steps
�Fig. 2�. Consequently, layer thicknesses were comparable and de-
pended linearly on the applied voltage �Table I�. In these experi-
ments, the ordering and size of the hexagonal cells and the diameter
of the pores in the layer obtained in the second anodizing process
were controlled by the anodic voltage. At higher voltages, more
regular structures were obtained with larger cell and pore diameters
�Table I, Fig. 6�, which is in agreement with data from previous
studies.8,21,22

To analyze the influence of the pretreated aluminum surface on
the performance of the single anodizing process, the correlation be-
tween the structure of the aluminum surface after stripping the 1AN
layer and the geometry of the 2AN porous layer was examined. The
AFM images in Fig. 7 show the pattern left on the aluminum surface
after 1AN at 35, 45, and 55 V and stripping. Table I �experiments 8,
9, and 10� summarizes the pattern parameters obtained from these
micrographs. A comparison of these results with those obtained after
symmetric two-step anodizing �experiments 1, 4, and 7 in Table I�

Figure 5. �a� On-top SEM image of the alumina layer after two-step poten-
tiostatic anodizing at 45 V in oxalic acid 0.30 M at 20°C; �b� pore diameter
distribution and Gaussian fit curve.

Figure 4. AFM images of �a� the aluminum surface after 1AN + ST,
E1AN = 45 V, and �b� on-bottom view of a 1AN barrier layer after Al sub-
strate etching, E1AN = 55 V.

Table I. Applied voltage and geometric parameters of the porous AAO layer obtained in a two-step anodizing process (experiments 1–7) and the
aluminum pattern remaining after stripping the AAO layer obtained in a single-step anodizing process (experiments 8–10). Last column shows
the thickness of the AAO layer measured after the 1AN and 2AN steps.

Experiment
porous layer E1AN �V� E2AN �V� dcell �nm� dpore �nm� �pore ��m−2�

Thickness ��m�
�1AN-2AN�

1 35 35 102 ± 5 37 ± 7 123 ± 12 5.05 − 5.36
2 35 45 105 ± 6 35 ± 5 117 ± 12 7.99 − 13.50
3 35 55 97 ± 4 30 ± 5 137 ± 13 5.59 − 18.10
4 45 45 130 ± 9 46 ± 6 76 ± 11 10.30 − 9.39
5 55 35 151 ± 19 18 ± 7 �cell: 57 ± 14

�pore: 165 ± 55
20.00 − 5.35

6 55 45 165 ± 14 22 ± 8 �cell: 47 ± 4
�pore: 118 ± 24

18.60 − 10.30

7 55 55 155 ± 15 54 ± 7 54 ± 10 16.90 − 16.00
AFM

Al pattern
8 35 — 105 ± 6 60 ± 9 115 ± 13
9 45 — 144 ± 11 95 ± 9 61 ± 9

10 55 — 163 ± 22 109 ± 12 48 ± 13
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revealed that the cell dimensions from the pattern were maintained
during 2AN. However, the pore diameter measured on the aluminum
pattern was usually larger than that found in the on-top view of the

1AN AAO porous layer previous to etching. This may be because
the diameter measured on the Al substrate surface depended on etch-
ing parameters and consequently, did not correspond exactly to the
base of the alumina pore. Nevertheless, the same tendency was ob-
served in both cases: the higher E1AN, the larger the pore diameter.

Asymmetric two-step potentiostatic experiments.— Three series
with variable E1AN and fixed E2AN �35-2AN, 45-2AN, and 55-2AN
series� and two series with fixed E1AN and variable E2AN �35-1AN
and 55-1AN series� were carried out. Figure 8 and Table I show the
micrographs and geometric parameters of the 2AN porous AAO
layer obtained in these experiments.

An analysis of the pattern of the AAO layer revealed that differ-
ent cell parameters were obtained when the E1AN was varied but the
2AN voltage was kept constant �Table I, experiments 2, 4, and 6
�45-2AN series� and 3 and 7 �55-2AN��. The values of the cell
parameters were determined by E1AN, because they coincided with
the parameters measured in the imprinted Al surface after 1AN strip-
ping or with the parameters in symmetric experiments at the same
E1AN. The stabilization currents obtained in these experiments were
the same in all cases �Fig. 9�, showing that the stationary current
density was controlled by the voltage applied in the 2AN process.
This behavior verified that the final thickness of the AAO layer
depended on the applied 2AN voltage �Table I�.

Similar cell parameters were obtained for a fixed E1AN indepen-
dently of the E2AN �first row in Fig. 8 and 35-1AN and 55-1AN
series from Table I�. However, Fig. 10 shows that the stationary
currents, the related thickness of the AAO layer, and the initial
stages were very different in each E2AN. Despite this, cell param-
eters only depended on E1AN, as observed in the previous set of
experiments �Table I�.

An interesting result was obtained in relation to the diameter and
density of pores. When E1AN was the same or lower than E2AN, the
geometry of the pores matched that obtained in symmetric experi-
ments. The cell parameters depended on the magnitude of the E1AN
voltage. However, if E1AN was higher than E2AN, the pore diameter
was lower than expected �20 nm instead of 55 nm at E1AN = 55 V�
and the pore density was higher than the cell density. On-top SEM
micrographs of the AAO layer obtained in the two-step anodizing
process at E1AN = 55 V and E2AN = 35 or 45 V �Table I, experi-
ments 5 and 6� show that more than one pore per cell was formed
�Fig. 11�. Therefore, cells with the same diameter �fixed by the
E1AN� but more pores per cell �fixed by the E2AN� grew during the
whole 2AN step. After a pore-enlargement post-treatment with phos-
phoric acid, these pores joined to form a unique pore per cell. A new
parameter was then defined to characterize these structures: the
pore/cell density ratio, which reached values of between 2 and 3. It
was observed that this parameter increased as the difference between
E1AN and E2AN increased. This type of geometry appeared when the
cell diameter �determined by E2AN� was less than that previously
defined after stripping the 1AN layer �namely, when E2AN � E1AN�.

Results show that the effect of E2AN on the pattern �cell dimen-
sions� of the porous AAO layer is negligible. However, the pore/cell
density is modified by the ratio E2AN/E1AN and the electrochemical

Figure 6. On-top SEM images of the alumina layer after symmetric two-step
potentiostatic anodizing processes at different voltages.

Figure 7. AFM images of the aluminum
surface after single-step potentiostatic an-
odizing at different voltages �35, 45, and
55 V� � stripping in H3PO4/CrO3
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response in the 2AN process, including the stationary anodic current
and the corresponding AAO layer thickness, was defined by the
E2AN.

Conclusions

This study demonstrates that, under the appropriate conditions, a
two-step anodizing process can lead to uniform, ordered, and homo-
geneous alumina porous structures on 1050 aluminum alloy sheets.

The influence of voltage on the alumina structure obtained in the
two-step potentiostatic anodizing process was studied. Overall re-
sults show that:

1. When the same voltage was applied in the 1AN and 2AN steps
�symmetric anodizing�, the cell parameters varied as expected.
Higher voltages resulted in larger cell and pore diameters.

2. When different voltages were applied in the 1AN and 2AN
steps �asymmetric anodizing�, the cell parameters varied as expected

Figure 8. On-top SEM images of the aluminum surface �first column� and alumina layer �the rest of columns� showing the influence of voltages in the
asymmetric two-step potentiostatic anodizing process

Figure 9. j vs t curves corresponding to asymmetric two-step potentiostatic
anodizing processes in oxalic acid 0.30 M at 20°C: E2AN = 45 V and differ-
ent E1AN voltages and a single-step anodizing process at 45 V as a reference.

Figure 10. j vs t curves corresponding to asymmetric two-step potentiostatic
anodizing processes in oxalic acid 0.30 M at 20°C: E1AN = 55 V and
E2AN = 35, 45, or 55 V.

Figure 11. On-top SEM images of the alumina layer after asymmetric two-
step anodizing processes. Arrows show more than 1 pore per cell when E1AN
is higher than E2AN: �a� E1AN = 55 V, E2AN = 35 V; �b� E1AN = 55 V,
E2AN = 45 V.
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in the function of the first anodizing voltage. The second voltage had
little influence. As in the symmetric conditions, larger cell diameters
were obtained at higher first-anodizing voltages. In terms of pore
dimensions, a special case was found when the first anodizing volt-
age was higher than the second one. In this case, the pore/cell ratio
was greater than 1, resulting in a structure with more than one pore
per cell.

3. The cell parameters resulting from nanoimprinting of the alu-
minum surface after the first anodizing + stripping process explain
the parameters found in the alumina porous layer after the second
anodizing process.
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A B S T R A C T 
 

Galvanostatic two-step anodizing is not frequently used in the manufacture of alumina templates due 
to its unrestrained voltage. As a consequence, the evolution of structural parameters and the 
correlation between self-ordering, nanotexturing of the aluminium surface and operating conditions 
have received little attention in galvanostatic processes. Notwithstanding, the proper choice of the 
operating conditions in this method allows the tuning of self-ordering and control of burning. This 
paper reports the analysis of the effect of experimental conditions on galvanostatic two-step 
anodizing on AA1050, in order to obtain self-ordered alumina templates. Results show that, by 
accurate control, alumina membranes are obtained with a defined structure and order that are similar 
to those obtained with voltage-controlled anodizing. 

�
�
1. Introduction 
�
Anodizing is a complex process involving the formation of an 
anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) with a two-layered structure 
[1]. The porous layer consists of a hexagonal arrangement of 
cells with a central pore per cell that elongates from top to 
bottom of the layer, resembling a honeycomb. This feature has 
wide application in the synthesis of new 1D-nanomaterials 
with wired or tubular shapes by a template procedure [2-7]. In 
recent decades, it has been established that high-quality 
nanomaterials are obtained by this method if pores are well-
defined and homogeneous. For this reason, the degree of 
ordering of these cell arrangements plays an important role and 
researchers have tried hard to understand this phenomenon [8-
17]. In addition, the cell structure and ordering degree must be 
maintained throughout the whole layer, not just on top of 
AAO. Aluminium nanotexturing and self-ordered anodizing 
have become powerful tools in the manufacture of high-quality 
AAOs. Nanotexturing implies the fixation of pore nucleation 
sites by drawing a pattern over the aluminium surface by 
natural or synthetic approach [18-22], and self-ordering is a 
particular anodizing growth regime in which cells tend to re-
organize themselves. This regime is well established in 
voltage-controlled anodizing, as the driving force is the 
electric field generated at the barrier layer [8]. Thus, voltage-
controlled two-step anodizing has become a common method 
for producing AAO membranes, as it involves nanotexturing 

and controlled self-ordering [23, 24]. The correlation between 
the structure of the porous AAO and the operating conditions 
of the process is well established [1, 10, 11, 15, 25]. 
Galvanostatic anodizing is also interesting, as allows better 
control of local catastrophic phenomena and burning [13, 14]. 
However, it is not commonly used because of its uncontrolled 
voltage and, consequently, undefined cell parameters. 
Formation mechanism under constant current has been studied 
for many years [26-28], but at present self-ordering is 
unknown for this process and, thus, for the two-step anodizing 
procedure. The present study looks at galvanostatic two-step 
anodizing, and compares it with common voltage-controlled 
two-step anodizing. We focus on two aspects that are 
important to the control of the characteristics of the final 
alumina layer: first, the influence that experimental conditions 
applied in the first anodizing step have on the second step, by 
comparing structural parameters measured after each step; 
second, the analysis of the divergence in the formation 
processes of the AAO between voltage-controlled and 
galvanostatic two-step anodizing. 
 
2. Experimental 
 
Sheets of laminated 1050 aluminium (27 mm x 27 mm x 0.7 
mm) were used in this study (Al >99.5%, Fe <0.30%, Si 
<0.20%). Samples were cleaned first in a degreaser solution 
(Metex T5-40A®) and then in an alkaline bath 
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(NaOH:C6H11O7Na). Oxides were removed in 30% HNO3 and 
electropolishing was carried out with a H3PO4:H2SO4 bath at 
75ºC. A final acid etching in H3PO4:CrO3 was required to 
eliminate oxides formed during electropolishing [29]. 
Two-step anodizing was performed in oxalic acid under 
voltage (45 V) or current (3 - 10 mA·cm-2) control. After a first 
anodizing, alumina was stripped in H3PO4:CrO3. A second 
anodizing step was immediately carried out. Anodizing was 
performed in a thermostatted two-electrode cell with a lead 
cathode and agitation by air. We used combinations of 
different concentrations (0.30 - 0.60 M), temperatures (10 - 
20ºC) and durations (30 - 180 min). 
 

Figure 1: j and V vs. time plots (180 min) for voltage-controlled and 
galvanostatic first anodizing step (45 V, 0.30 M, 20 ºC and 10 mA·cm-2, 
0.60 M, 20 ºC, respectively). 
 

�
Figure�2:�V–t�plots�for�galvanostatic�first�(1AN)�and�second�(2AN)�two�
step� anodizing� at� different� bath� conditions� (j� =� 10� mA�cm�2,� t1AN� and�
t2AN�=�60�min). 
 
Thickness was measured by the eddy current method with a 
Dualscope FMP100 (Fischer). Samples were characterized by 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) with a Veeco-Multimode 
Digital Instrument. Inter-pore distance (dint) was measured 

from these images after first and second anodizing and after 
stripping of these layers. Thus, the evolution of dint through the 
layer was calculated. Ordering degree was evaluated from on-
top SEM images of final alumina membranes (FE-SEM 
Hitachi S-4100FE). 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Hints in the anodizing mechanism at constant current 
Figure 1 shows the characteristic electrochemical response in 
galvanostatic (dash) and voltage-controlled (solid) anodizing. 
The mechanism of AAO formation could be monitored from 
these curves [1, 30]: growth of a compact alumina layer (I), 
breakdown of this layer and pore nucleation (II) and pore 
growth by field-assisted local dissolution [31, 32] (III). A 
peak-shaped curve was characteristic, followed by a long 
plateau, corresponding to pseudo-stationary conditions, 
whereas barrier layer thickness remained constant and porous 
layer thickened. This meant that there were balanced oxide 
formation and etching rates in the barrier layer, but not in the 
porous layer. However, after a long time (>60 min), electrolyte 
resistance inside the pores rose, causing a time-dependent 
grow of voltage [31]. The thickening of the AAO implied a 
longer path for ions to cover inside the pore. The same 
mechanism applied in the second anodizing, although some 
divergences were observed (Figure 2). Initial peaks were not 
so pronounced, indicating the existence of a nanotexture in the 
aluminium surface before the second anodizing (images I and 
III in Figure 3). This facilitated the nucleation of the pores, as 
hollows acted as preferential sites for initiation of field-
assisted local dissolution. Consequently, breakdown of the 
initial layer proceeded at lower voltages. This nanotexture also 
explained why the degree of ordering was improved with a 
second anodizing process [29, 32, 33]. If no nanotexture was 
present on the surface, pores nucleated randomly and without a 
prefixed dint (image II in Figure 3). However, when the surface 
was nanotextured, pores nucleated at the marked locations 
(image IV in Figure 3). Though nanotexturing was important 
in the obtaining of quality AAOs, the effect of self-ordering 
anodizing was more important if structural parameters were 
liked to be maintained throughout the whole layer. The 
presence of ordered domains of cells in the AFM images 
showed that self-ordering was working. 
Charge values were gathered from galvanostatic and voltage-
controlled experiments under various experimental conditions 
and, when plotted, a single linear relationship with thickness 
was obtained (eq. [a]), ranging from 5 to 50 �m. This indicated 
that etching of the porous layer by the acidic solution was 
negligible during anodizing for tAN � 180 min and our 
conditions were far from the limit of the maximum AAO 
thickness (no balanced growth and etching rates of the porous 
layer). Confirming this assumption, on-top AFM images of the 
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AAO surface layer after a first anodizing (image II in Figure 3) 
show that the initial disordered structure was still visible after 
180-minute anodization.  
 

�  �  [a]                     52.045.0 2 ���� �cmCQme �  
 
Finally, a unique dependence of growth rate with current 
density was observed at steady-state conditions in both voltage 
and current controlled processes, showing that the electrical 
efficiency was the same: at a fix charge, the same thickness of 
the alumina layer was always obtained. 
 

Figure 3: AFM images of aluminium and AAO surface at different 
stages of two-step galvanostatic and voltage-controlled anodizing. 
Images taken after (I) electropolishing, (II) 60-min first anodizing, (III) 
stripping of the first alumina layer, (IV) 60-min second anodizing. 
 
3.2. Setting self-ordered galvanostatic anodizing 
Two-step galvanostatic anodizing was assayed at different 
current densities and operating conditions (Table 1). It was 
found that self-ordering only occurred when Vplateau was 
around 45 V, a voltage that matched the bibliographic data on 
self-ordered voltage-controlled anodizing in oxalic acid [14]. 
However, under galvanostatic conditions, Vplateau can be 
modulated by the operating conditions: bath concentration and 
temperature could be tuned for each current density to set 
Vplateau at 45 V. As a general rule, higher current densities 
required higher concentration or temperature to raise the 
desired voltage. In this study, current densities from 3 to 10 
mA·cm-2 were assayed and experimental parameters were 
modulated to fix Vplateau = 45 V. The AAOs obtained were 
similar in structure, even to the AAOs manufactured by two-
step voltage-controlled anodizing at 45 V with concentration 
and temperature adjusted to set equivalent current density. No 
significant differences in thickness and dint (Table 1) were 

measured. Self-ordering also worked (Figure 4), confirming 
that voltage (i.e. electric field) is the main factor in the 
ordering phenomenon, even in galvanostatic processes. The 
chance to tune self-ordering as a function of concentration and 
temperature for each current density introduced a degree of 
freedom for optimization of the process, in order to avoid 
burning or local catastrophic events at high current densities 
[13]. The influence of these operating conditions in the process 
was analyzed at 10 mA·cm-2, a current density in the upper 
limit of that registered in voltage-controlled anodizing in 
oxalic acid at 40 V (usually smaller than 6 mA·cm-2) [12, 30, 
34]. 
 

Table 1 
Inter-pore distances for different galvanostatic two-step anodizing (t1AN 

and t2AN = 60 min), as functions of current density, concentration and 
temperature. 
 

j / mA·cm-2 T / ºC C / M dint / nm Vplateau / V

3.1 10 0.30   119 ± 8       44 * 
6.6 20 0.30   128 ± 10       45 * 
10 20 0.60   123 ± 8       46 * 
10 20 0.30   159 ± 16       53 
10 10 0.60   167 ± 19       60 
10 10 0.30   202 ± 33       67 
10 25 0.30   122 ± 8       43* 

* Self-ordering 
 

Figure 4: On-top SEM images of the AAO layer after two-step 
anodizing in 0.30 M oxalic acid (t1AN and t2AN = 60 min) at a) 3.1 
mA·cm-2 and 10 ºC; b) 6.6 mA·cm-2 and 20 ºC; c) 45 V and 10 ºC; d) 
45 V and 20 ºC. 
 
3.3. Effect of bath concentration and temperature  
The influence of electrolyte concentration and bath 
temperature on dint and ordering degree was analyzed at a fixed 
current density (10 mA·cm-2). It was found that, as expected, 
dint ranged between 115 and 170 nm depending on conditions 
(Table 1), due to the correlation between Vplateau and the 
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operating conditions (Figure 2). As in [8], higher voltages and 
dint were measured at lower temperatures and concentrations 
(Table 1 and Figure 5). This behaviour indicated a relationship 
between the electric field generated in the barrier layer (i.e. 
voltage drop in the barrier layer) and bath chemistry, as 
observed with other bath types (sulphuric acid, phosphoric 
acid etc.). Stronger acids and higher temperatures and 
concentrations affected barrier layer thickness by increasing 
the etching rate at the pore bottom. In consequence, the 
electric fields in the barrier layer decreased and subsequently 
the voltage dropped.  
 

Figure 5: On-top SEM images of porous AAO after galvanostatic (10 
mA·cm-2) two-step anodizing (t1AN and t2AN = 60 min) in oxalic acid 
bath, showing the influence of electrolyte concentration and bath 
temperature: a) 10  ºC, 0.30 M; b) 25 ºC, 0.30 M; c) 10 ºC, 0.60 M; d) 
20 ºC, 0.60 M. 
 

Figure 6: AFM image of the aluminium surface after (I) 180-min first 
anodizing and stripping, (II) 60-min second anodizing and stripping. 
Anodizing was carried out galvanostatically at 10 mA·cm-2, 0.60 M 
oxalic acid and 20 ºC. 
 
Self-ordering appeared in all the experiments when Vplateau = 45 
V (Table 1 and Figure 5), showing the versatility of this 

approach. In a similar way, Almasi-Kashi and co-workers [11] 
claimed that self-ordering in voltage-controlled anodizing is 
not only limited to voltage, but also extends to a range of 
temperatures (minimum and maximum) that can be tailored by 
bath concentration. Nevertheless, the range of experimental 
conditions which can be applied to modulate the voltage at 
each applied current density is limited by solubility, 
conductivity and mass transport properties. 
 

Figure 7: On-top SEM images of porous AAO after two-step 
anodizing in 0.30 M oxalic acid bath at 20 ºC, showing the effect of 
t1AN: 30, 60 and 180 min. t2AN = 60 min. G-AN: galvanostatic at 10 
mA·cm-2. V-AN: voltage-controlled at 45 V. 
 
3.4. Dependence of AAO structure on first anodizing time 
Self-ordered galvanostatic two-step anodizing was carried out 
at different first anodizing times (30 min < t1AN < 180 min) and 
a constant 60-minute second step. In AFM images of the 
aluminium surface and on-top SEM images of the AAO layer, 
correlation of dint and ordering degree was seen as a function 
of time. If t1AN <60 minutes (plateau state), constant dint was 
recorded after the second anodizing (115 ± 5 nm). If longer 
anodizings were carried out, pseudo-stationary conditions were 
overtaken, driving to higher dint (140 ± 5 nm for t1AN = 180 
min). Voltage plot in Figure 1 revealed that this change in dint 
was, in fact, related to the voltage recorded at the end of the 
first anodizing step. For t1AN <60 minutes, the system was still 
at plateau conditions, with voltage � 46 V, matching the 
measured dint with the expected value for this voltage. Longer 
anodizing gave higher final voltages, up to 54 V after 180 
minutes, due to the increased resistance of the layer. 
Consequently, an enlargement of dint at the bottom of the first 
anodic layer was observed on the AFM image of the 
aluminium surface that remained after it was stripped (Figure 
6-I), which corroborated the expected relationship between 
voltage and dint [8]. Nevertheless, this dint was lost after a 60-
minute second anodizing throughout the whole layer, as the 
surface texture of the aluminium revealed after the second 
AAO layer was stripped (Figure 6-II). This shows that the 
geometry of the AAO layer is limited by the anodizing time in 
galvanostatic processes, but that the order and dimensions of 
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the cells can be recovered after a short second anodizing 
process. 
In addition, on-top SEM images of the AAO layer obtained 
after two-step anodizing shows that the duration of the first 
anodizing modifies the order of the final structure (Figure 7). 
Although at t1AN >60 min., ordering improved, increasing the 
first anodizing time, which confirmed results reported by other 
researchers [10, 25, 32], at longer times ordering started to 
decrease (the ordering had nearly disappeared after a 180-
minute anodizing). This phenomenon was explained as an 
effect of inter-metallic compounds enclosed in the aluminium 
matrix (AA1050). While anodizing, they became incorporated 
into the AAO and disrupted the homogeneous development of 
pores (Figure 8). At the beginning the effect was slight, but 
after a time the amount of these particles inside the AAO 
increased. A competition between the self-ordering and the 
disordering caused by this particle took place, clarifying the 
previous observations.

Figure 8: a) On-top view of the effect of inner inter-metallic 
compounds on the surface of the porous AAO layer. b) Cross-section 
of an inter-metallic compound placed on the surface of the porous 
AAO layer. c) Cross-section of an AAO layer after the aluminium was 
etched, showing the effect of an inter-metallic compound on the barrier 
layer side. 

4. Conclusions 

Self-ordering was possible for galvanostatic anodizing in 
oxalic acid bath. To achieve high-quality membranes, two-step 
galvanostatic anodizing was applied and the structures 
obtained were compared with those obtained with voltage-
controlled anodizing. It was demonstrated that, although the 
galvanostatic approach is time limited to the extent of the 
voltage plateau, the self-ordering conditions can be attained at 
different values of concentration (c) and temperature (T) 
without any change in the thickness of the alumina layer 
(electrical efficiency). Nevertheless, only one experimental 
setup (c,T) allow us to obtain the self-ordering conditions and 

the same growth rate (thickness) of the alumina layer in a 
voltage-controlled approach. This behaviour can be useful to 
modulate the growth of a self-organized alumina layer on a 
nanoindented aluminium surface and controlling the burning 
phenomenon. 
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a b s t r a c t

The thermal stability of anodic alumina membranes (AAMs) annealed in air from 750 ◦C up to 1100 ◦C was

investigated. AAMs were produced by single-step anodising of laminated AA1050 in 0.30 M oxalic acid

medium. The barrier layer provided thermal stability to the membranes, since it avoided or minimized

bending and cracking phenomena. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses revealed that as-synthesized AAMs

were amorphous and converted to polycrystalline after heat-treating above 750 ◦C. However, porous and

barrier layers did not re-crystallize in the same way. The porous layer mainly crystallized in the �-Al2O3

phase within the range of 900–1100 ◦C, while the barrier layer was converted to the �-Al2O3 phase at

1100 ◦C. Different grain sizes were also estimated from Scherrer’s formula. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) images pointed out that cell wall dilation of the porous layer explained membrane cracking, which

was avoided in presence of the barrier layer.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Anodic alumina membranes (AAMs) have received a lot of atten-

tion because of their unique structural properties provided by a

uniform and parallel porous structure [1–7]. AAMs are known to

have narrow size distribution for pore diameters and interpore

distances, which make them an ideal template for the fabrication

of highly ordered fibrils, rods, wires, and tubules of metals, semi-

conductors and other solid materials. Moreover, the fabrication of

porous alumina on silicon substrates for the synthesis of nanoengi-

neered structures integrated with electronic and optoelectronic

devices is the object of several investigations [8–10]. Producing

AAMs is also of great interest since precision microcomponents

from refractory materials are required for numerous applications,

such as microsensor devices [11,12]. Microsensor applications usu-

ally involve operating at high temperatures and thus, stability to

thermal shocks is a technological requirement.

The two-layered structure (porous layer–barrier layer) of

anodised alumina is the outcome of the combination of differ-

ent processes that take place during the electrochemical oxidation

of aluminium [13]. During anodising, firstly, a compact layer of

∗ Corresponding author at: Institut Català de Nanotecnologia, Campus de la UAB,

E-08193 Bellaterra, Spain. Tel.: +34 935814923; fax: +34 935814747.

E-mail address: Eva.Pellicer.icn@uab.cat (E. Pellicer).

aluminium oxide is formed on the surface. The high electric resis-

tance of this layer hinders the continuation of the process. This

would result in a severe reduction of the film formation rate.

However, breakdown of this layer takes place and pores nucleate

after that over the entire surface. Pores then grow by a local-

ized field-assisted dissolution mechanism, injecting Al(III) cations

directly into the solution by effect of the electric field at the

bottom of the pores. At this point, the system stabilizes and

“stationary” conditions are attained since the two competitive

processes are compensated themselves: oxide formation at the

metal/oxide interface and field-assisted chemical etching of the

alumina at the bottom of the pores, generating the two-layered

structure. Stationary conditions are not maintained indefinitely,

since the porous layer gets thicker with time. This can alter

the growth mechanism of the layer if anodising times are too

long in a way that may cause alterations on the final structure

[14,15].

Several works devoted to the synthesis of semiconducting mate-

rials arrays report the use of either commercial or home-made

AAMs. The latter presents the advantage of tuning the pore size

from few nanometers to hundreds of nanometers by tailoring the

anodising conditions. Among the strategies followed for filling the

pores of the AAMs templates, the electrochemical deposition and

sol–gel based methods are being largely exploited [16–27].

However, information regarding the thermal stability of AAMs

lacks. As-prepared AAMs are amorphous and contain anions from

0254-0584/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.matchemphys.2008.05.003
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the electrolyte but they can be converted to polycrystalline. Anneal-

ing of the AAMs in air brings changes in their structure, as well as

changes in the concentration and composition of the impurities.

Moreover, the annealing process is expected to increase the chem-

ical resistance and stability at high temperatures. In this sense, it

was reported that thermally treated AAMs showed higher corro-

sion resistance both in alkaline and acid media [28]. Besides, it

has been described that annealing processes induce changes in the

photoluminescence properties of AAMs [29].

The knowledge of how AAMs behave when performing heat-

treatments has a twofold interest. On the one hand, mineralization

or oxidation of the precursors is often needed for yielding the

desired semiconducting materials. On the other hand, structural

applications such as gas sensor devices involving anodic alumina

as the supporting platforms are subjected to high temperatures (up

to 900 ◦C or even higher) enabling gas sensing. Moreover, temper-

ature of the sensor is sometimes periodically pulsed for improving

sensor performance.

In this work, the thermal stability of AAMs is addressed by

means of characterization of their morphology by scanning elec-

tron microscopy (SEM) and their structure by X-ray diffraction

(XRD). For this purpose, the materials are subjected to different

thermal treatments in order to assess final membrane appearance

and to investigate if significant structural changes occur. Laminated

1050 aluminium alloy (99.5%) is anodised instead of ultra pure

aluminium (99.999%), commonly used by numerous researchers,

making the whole process more economical. However, this alloy

contains intermetallic compounds and this fact must be taken into

account when analyzing the results, as it can affect the structure

of the AAM. In addition, the influence of the barrier layer on the

mechanical and thermal stability of the AAMs is presented for the

first time. Membranes are prepared both with and without chemi-

cal removing treatment of the barrier layer.

2. Experimental

AAMs were obtained using as-received commercial sheets of laminated AA1050

(99.5% purity, 30 mm × 30 mm × 0.7 mm). As described elsewhere [30,31], optimal

surfaces for anodisation were obtained by a four-step process: aluminium sheets

were degreased with an industrial degreaser (Metex T5-40A, from McDermid Inc.),

etched in an alkaline solution (5% NaOH, 3% sodium gluconate), desmutted in

30% HNO3, electropolished in a H3PO4:H2SO4 3:2 bath for 10 min at 150 mA cm−2

and finally etched in a 3.5% H3PO4: 2% CrO3 solution for 10 min. Without delay,

a single-step potentiostatic anodising at 45 V was carried out in a 0.30-M oxalic

acid electrolyte at 20 ± 0.2 ◦C for 1 h. Anodising was conducted in a thermostatized

two-electrode cell containing a lead cathode and vigorously agitated by air. Tem-

perature was regulated by a Polyscience cryostat (model 9106) and a power supply

from GRELCO Inc. (model GE2501DVG) was used to apply voltage to the cell (max.

250 V–1 A). Preparation of AAMs was performed by a chemical etching procedure

which included five steps. As samples were both-side anodised, firstly one side was

protected with a lacquer. The unprotected anodised side was etched in a concen-

trated NaOH solution. Then the exposed aluminium substrate was removed by a

CuCl2:HCl 1.2:20% solution. The AAM was optionally etched in a 2% H3PO4 solution

at 35 ◦C for 60 min to eliminate the barrier layer. In this step, etching time is an

important parameter to control and is related to the voltage applied during anodis-

ing [30]. Finally, acetone was used to remove the lacquer and samples were rinsed

with twice distilled water and stored in vacuum. All solutions used in this work were

prepared with analytical grade reagents and twice distilled water.

As-synthesized AAMs were annealed in a muffle under atmospheric conditions.

Five replicas of each sample were heat treated under controlled conditions to ensure

reproducible results. First, a linear heating sweep from room temperature to the

selected final temperature (Ts) was applied with a rate of 1 ◦C min−1. Then, the tem-

perature Ts was held constant for 4 h and samples were cooled down inside the

muffle till room temperature.

XRD analyses were performed on a Panalytical diffractometer working with the

Cu K� radiation (� = 1.5418 Å). Diffractograms were obtained in the 4–100◦ 2� range

with a step range of 0.05◦ and a holding time of 5 s per step.

The on-top and on-bottom structure of the porous AAM was analyzed by field

emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM Hitachi H-4100FE), after sputtering

a thin conductive carbon layer on the surface. Cell diameters from the AAMs were

then estimated by statistical calculations from SEM images [31].

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the on-top and on-bottom morphology of as-

synthesized AAMs. One can observe a pore array distribution on-top

(Fig. 1a), while the on-bottom morphology was typical of an alu-

mina barrier film (Fig. 1b, left). The removal of the barrier film in

aqueous phosphoric acid allowed the pore bottoms to open (Fig. 1b,

right), so that a honeycomb porous structure appeared with no

lateral crossovers between individual pores. This etching process

also led to some pore widening. Note that the anodising parame-

ters used yielded membrane thicknesses ranging from 15 to 20 �m

and pore diameters about 20 nm on-top. The barrier layer was of

the order of few nanometers. Intermetallic compounds (IMCs) in

AA1050, mainly Al–Fe–Si and Al–Si, have influence on the anodising

process [32]. These particles show a chemical dissolution rate and

an electrochemical oxidation rate lower than in bulk aluminium.

This may cause local destructuration of the AAM when incorpo-

rated to it. Pretreatment mainly minimizes the amount of these

particles over the surface, but nothing can be done to eliminate

the inner IMCs. So, the longer the anodising is, the more defects in

the AAM appear. That is the reason why anodising is carried out

only for 1 h. Anyway, the quality of the porous alumina films was

found to be reasonably good provided that impure aluminium foil

was anodised. Actually, it was recently reported that the chemical

composition of alumina membranes obtained from either impure

or ultra pure foils is very similar [33]. However, the same authors

observed that alumina membranes synthesized from impure alu-

minium contained smaller pore sizes with a larger size distribution,

though these qualities improved upon annealing.

After checking the AAMs morphology, specimens were annealed

in air to assess their final appearance from a qualitative point of

view. Ts values were chosen according to previous data found in the

Fig. 1. On-top (a) and on-bottom (b) with barrier layer (left) and without barrier layer (right) views of as-synthesized AAMs.
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literature. Routkevitch et al. [12] reported the formation of �-Al2O3

in the first crystallization step of anodic alumina prepared from

oxalic-based solutions around 830 ◦C. Successive transformations

provided �- and �-Al2O3. Other authors reported the transforma-

tion of as-prepared amorphous alumina from oxalic solutions to

�-Al2O3 at 600 ◦C for 4 h [34]. Akahori [35] pointed out that the

melting point of the barrier layer was lower than that of the bulk

alumina (1000 ◦C instead of 2017 ◦C), which made the melting point

of porous anodic alumina to be around 1000 ◦C. In this work, we

applied the following temperatures: 750, 900, 1000 and 1100 ◦C.

As refers to the mechanical deformation caused by the thermal

treatment, it was observed that the AAMs without the barrier layer

suffered from bending when annealed at Ts higher than 750 ◦C. By

contrast, the ones keeping the barrier layer did not bend or they

got slightly wrinkled. This fact pointed out that the barrier layer

mechanically stabilized the porous layer from the thermal dilata-

tion.

In order to minimize the bending effect, as-synthesized AAMs

with 13 g load on top were placed into the muffle and annealed. The

samples were initially heated up to Ts = 1100 ◦C and afterwards sub-

jected to several heat-treatments at lower temperatures. The AAMs

with the load on top showed less creases than the load-free ones

as long as they had barrier layer. Once the first heat-treatment had

been performed, no further changes were observed in subsequent

thermal treatments at the same (or lower) temperatures and even

with no weight put onto the samples. By contrast, AAMs without

compact layer broke during the annealing if load was used (Fig. 2).

The occurrence of structural changes as a result of the long-

term heat-treatments was analyzed by designing a systematic X-ray

diffraction study. As-prepared AAMs were amorphous and no trans-

formations were observed after annealing at 750 ◦C (Fig. 3). This

result was in agreement with previous works [36–38] in which high

purity aluminium (99.999%) was used, while Chen et al. reported

the formation of �-Al2O3 after annealing at 600 ◦C of a single-step

anodised commercial aluminium (99.7%) [34]. The diffractograms

of samples annealed at Ts = 900 ◦C are displayed in Fig. 4, along with

the corresponding heat-treatment cycle applied. As can be seen,

crystallization occurred in AAMs to some extent. Two main peaks

placed at 45.8 and 67.0 2� were observed in the diffractograms. The

one located at higher angle can be assigned to the (4 4 0) reflection

of �-Al2O3 (JCPDS cards nos. 47-1308 and 29-0063), while the one

located at lower angle can be assigned to the (4 0 0) reflection of

the same phase. We, therefore, assumed that �-Al2O3 was mainly

formed at this temperature and this was in agreement with pre-

vious data reported in the literature [37]. A careful comparison of

Fig. 2. SEM image of an AMM without barrier layer heat treated at 1100 ◦C. Cracks

are visible even at the nanometer scale.

Fig. 3. X-ray diffractograms of AAMs with and without barrier layer after heat-

treatment at 750 ◦C.

the XRD patterns for AAMs calcined at Ts = 1100 ◦C shed light on

the temperature-induced structural transitions of the barrier layer

(Fig. 5). Peaks labelled as (*) in Fig. 5 were attributed to the crystal-

lization of the inner layer and belong to the �-Al2O3 phase, while

the rest of the peaks corresponded to the porous layer and were

mainly assigned to �-Al2O3. Although the formation of �-Al2O3 was

expected at a temperature above 1100 ◦C [36,39,40], the present

data demonstrate that it is possible to achieve this phase at lower

temperature. In fact, the coexistence of � and � phases was reported

in Cr3+ doped AAMs annealed at 800 ◦C and the existence of a very

Fig. 4. (a) X-ray diffractograms of AAMs with and without barrier layer after heat-

treatment at 900 ◦C. (b) Scheme of the heat-treatment cycle used.
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Fig. 5. X-ray diffractograms of AAMs with and without barrier layer after heat-

treatment at 1100 ◦C. (*) Peaks belong to the barrier layer.

pure �-Al2O3 was detected at 1000 ◦C [38]. It is worth mentioning

that now it can be assured that the formation of the � phase was

due to the presence of the barrier layer since this phase was not

detected in the inner layer-free membranes.

The Scherrer’s formula was used to estimate the average grain

size from the main diffraction peaks (1):

D = K�

ˇ cos �
(1)

where ˇ is the full width at half maximum of the peak and D is the

particle diameter. Under our experimental conditions, K = 0.9 and �
is K� Cu wavelength (1.1548 Å). Table 1 summarizes the estimated

grain size of AAMs with and without barrier layer as a function of

the annealing temperature.

For those samples without barrier layer, the grain size slightly

increased with Ts from ∼10 nm to 20–25 nm. The increase was

noticeable when going from 1000 to 1100 ◦C. This trend was also

observed in the AAMs preserving the inner layer if we only take into

account the diffraction peaks clearly attributed to pore walls re-

crystallization. By contrast, larger grain sizes (around 80 nm) were

obtained from the peaks associated with the inner layer crystalliza-

tion at 1100 ◦C. This fact was interpreted as an effect of the porous

structure in the outer layer. Pores could in fact hinder the growth

Table 1
Grain size estimated using Scherrer’s formula for AAMs with and without barrier

layer

Ts (◦C) 2� (◦) AAM with barrier

layer, D (nm)

AAM without barrier

layer, D (nm)

900
45.8 10.2 8.9

67.0 11.2 10.5

1000
45.8 12.6 12.3

67.0 11.1 11.8

1100

25.6a 87.3 –

34.6 18.3 27.7

35.2a 86.6 –

36.6 27.4 24.3

43.4a 88.4 –

45.7 18.2 19.3

57.5a 71.9 –

67.1 22.1 19.0

a Peaks belong to the barrier layer.

of alumina crystals, while in the barrier layer such obstacles were

not affecting their growth.

It was observed qualitatively that the AAM size increased with

the first structural change (from amorphous alumina at room

temperature to polycrystalline alumina at 900 ◦C). Further phase

transitions did not bring appreciable changes in size. In order to

clarify the effect of heat-treatments in the structure of AAMs, SEM

images of on-top and on-bottom morphology were taken and a

statistical calculation based on the cell parameters was made.

Fig. 6 shows the morphology in both sides of the AAMs that

resulted after single anodising in oxalic acid and membrane prepa-

ration procedure involving eventual barrier layer elimination. The

calculated cell diameter is depicted in each image. Similar values

of cell parameters and comparable hexagonal arrangements were

obtained in the bottom side of the AAMs (Figs. 6c and d), indepen-

dently of pores being closed by the barrier layer. However, on-top

pore densities in samples with barrier layer were higher than in

samples where the barrier layer had been removed (Figs. 6a and b)

and thus, a lower cell density was found. This fact was explained as

a consequence of the initial steps of the anodising process. In AAMs

generated by single-step anodising, more than one pore initially

nucleate by each cell. Nucleation is not a homogeneous process

and takes place generating disordered structures. Moreover, initial

surface condition has a great influence on these steps. That is the

reason why two-step anodising is applied when ordered structures

are desired by this method [30,41,42]. After nucleation, pores in

a cell combined underneath or just some terminated and a ratio

of one pore per cell with a cell diameter related to the applied

voltage was then found [31,42]. This was seen in the on-bottom

structure and resulted in greater cell diameters. During the chem-

ical etching step of the barrier layer, the solution filled the pores

once the barrier layer was dissolved. As a result, the cell walls

were etched and these initial pores in the on-top surface tended

to unify. Thus, similar pore densities were obtained in the on-

top and on-bottom structures when the barrier layer had been

removed (Fig. 6b and d). This was very similar to the effect that

pore-widening treatments commonly used produced in the on-top

morphology.

Albeit nanopore arrays did not collapse on the surface during

the annealing, even at Ts = 1100 ◦C, a progressive change in the AAM

morphology was observed.

Regarding the samples without barrier layer, it was observed

that the cell diameter increased with Ts between 900 and 1000 ◦C

(Fig. 7). This was caused by the dilatation of the pore wall, which was

clearly visible in the on-top surface. This change was in agreement

with the furthest crystallization of AAMs seen in X-ray experiments.

As a consequence of pore wall dilatation, cracking at the nanome-

ter scale also appeared. Another effect was the disordering of the

pore array. Less consistent results were obtained in the on-bottom

structure because the barrier layer etching treatment affected the

pore wall thickness and this phenomenon was not as clear as in the

on-top surface.

Same experiments were performed in samples with barrier

layer. On-top cell diameter drastically increased after heat-

treatment at 1000 ◦C (see Figs. 6a and 8a) and a value equal to the

on-bottom cell diameter was found (compare Figs. 6c and 8b). This

phenomenon was attributed to the degradation of the pore nucle-

ation layer above described. Dilatation of the cell walls was also

observed and more disordered structures were obtained, the same

behaviour that showed AAMs without barrier layer. Concerning the

effect of heat-treatments to the barrier layer, the dilatation of cell

walls was not observed in this case but a gradual transparency in

SEM views of the layer appeared (Fig. 8b), probably related to the

crystallization of the layer. It is worth highlighting that cracking at

the nanometer scale was not observed at both sides of these sam-
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Fig. 6. SEM images of on-top (a) and on-bottom (c) as-synthesized AAMs without barrier layer removing; on-top (b) and on-bottom (d) views of samples subjected to barrier

layer etching treatment. The given numbers correspond to the calculated cell diameter or interpore distance (nm) and the estimated error of the measure (in brackets).

Fig. 7. SEM images of on-top surface of AAMs without barrier layer after heat-treatment at (a) 900 ◦C and (b) 1000 ◦C. The given numbers correspond to the calculated cell

diameter or interpore distance (nm) and the estimated error of the measure (in brackets).

Fig. 8. SEM images of (a) on-top and (b) on-bottom surface of AAMs with the barrier layer after heat-treatment at 1000 ◦C. The given numbers correspond to the calculated

cell diameter or interpore distance (nm) and the estimated error of the measure (in brackets).
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ples, pointing out the thermal and mechanical stabilizing effect that

the barrier layer gives to the AAMs.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the thermal stability of AAMs is explored. The com-

pact layer provides high stability to AAMs, in spite of its small

thickness (few nanometers). An eventual barrier layer removal is

harmful, since bending or cracking occurs upon annealing. The pore

arrays are maintained after annealing at high temperatures (up to

1100 ◦C), even though the morphology slightly changes. A clear re-

crystallization of the barrier layer in the �-Al2O3 phase has been

detected by means of XRD analyses after annealing at 1100 ◦C. Bar-

rier layer re-crystallization results in larger grain sizes than those

corresponding to the porous layer. A statistical estimation based

on cell density values unveiled on-top cell wall dilation in AAMs

without barrier layer. This resulted in sample cracking. Dilatation

was also observed in on-top AAMs with barrier layer but, in this

case membrane cracking was avoided. Thus, it is advisable to keep

the barrier layer in those applications requiring stability to ther-

mal shocks or remove it once an appropriate thermal treatment is

performed.
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